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Q: when will the courses to become trainers courses be and what
qualities are expected of the trainers?

The courses for Trainers will start in March 2010. So you are welcome
to come on the courses and become Trainers.
The qualities expected of the trainer is be able to feel for others,
be concerned about others and genuinely be concerned about the human
condition today, and should have passion and faith in the mission of
2012. These are the qualities we expect from a would be trainer.

Q: what are the qualities for selecting who becomes a new deeksha
giver and how might we support them after their initiation?

A: the same qualities are expected for the blessing givers too. There
is no use if somebody has no feelings for it all. The same thing the
feeling , the concern for others suffering, and in general what is
going on in the planet, and associated (?) condition. You should talk
also about the 2012 mission and its possibilities - they must have
some passion for that. We need these kind of people for our 2012
mission. The 2012 mission is based on the Blessing Givers.  If there
is no ...... what will we do with them? They could still be able to
help others with solving their problems, but it's not everything. We
are concerned about changing human consciousness. So we have to get
such people involved with the work because we must form our groups of
people who will not be in hiding (?) but will form oneness groups.
Only then we could accomplish our mission of 2012. That's how you must 
select people. And also because I will try to bring up level 3, I will raise the 
level of consciousness and we must be ready for that. If the work is not with a 
passion we will be wasting our time. So these are the
qualities for the Blessing Givers too.

Q: The question is about the organization. Some people seem to be in
both camps with the new organization and we would like to have some
more clarity as to how we should relate to the one world academy?

A: The One World Academy and we have nothing to do with each other.
Ours is a spiritual movement, and it is focused on 2012. The One
World Academy ....[line break] and probably they will have some
formula whereby the profits could be shared among them all. So we have 
nothing to do with it at all. As they are developing their message,
there are ideological differences - we stand for something and they
stand for something. We stand for 2012, they have no faith in 2012. We
work with the divine, they (have little to do ?) with the divine. We
believe in grace, they do not believe in grace. We believe in connecting



people with the divine, they have no such ideas at all. We believe
......
[line break] between the two of us - we are totally different.

So it stands for something completely different. I have no objection
if they do something totally different from us. But the problem here
is, these people have been associated with us for such a long time,
that people could mistake it for Oneness. In which case it becomes
very dangerous for Oneness, and also ... [line break] so quick ... to
kill a man you do not need a bottle of poison, a small drop of poison
could kill you. So we look at it as something very painful (?) to the
Oneness movement and the 2012 mission. So there is no question of
somebody being in both camps. Either you are in that camp or you are
in this camp. You cannot be in both camps as they are totally
different. They are out to destroy this mission of 2012. So how could
I allow that to happen?

I do not mind people ....[line break] .. for 20 years and using the
same teachings. Is it such a complement? But this is poison to us. The
poison is not personally, but our only concern is the mission of 2012.
Whatever the ??? with 2012, we won't bother about it.(?)
2012 is probably mankind's last chance to make it and we do not want
to let go of that... I don't believe their work will have nothing to do
with us. Unless you separate that way, the mission will fail. So we
are very clear about it and hope that all of you could also become
clear about it.

Q: How can we enhance the power of our own deeksha giving?

A: Basically what should happen, to increase your power of deeksha
giving is you should become very clear as to what the other person
wants, and then you should see the picture of the solution, as in
prayer and you pray to the divine. Now what happens is as you keep
doing this, you'll find that you give clearer results. Once you could
see that the results are coming, naturally faith increases, and along
with faith the power increases. The more blessings you give, the more
is the cleansing of the channels, opening of those that were closed,
and the more powerful the blessing becomes.

And besides when me meet on Skype, when we pray or meditate, I'll also be 
helping the power to keep growing. So there are many ways you could do that. 
And oneness practice as you know is integrity, if you keep
practicing that the deeksha becomes unbelievably powerful. I don't
think there is a more powerful tool than the practice of inner
integrity. Anyway, don't worry about it, I'll be helping you.
Helping you all to grow very very fast.


